ANGELO STATE UNIVERSITY

Activity Book
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES

CAN YOU HELP DOMINIC AND ROSCOE SPOT THE EIGHT DIFFERENCES OF BELLA?

Did you know? Dominic stands as a proud symbol of Angelo State University. Dominic is our live mascot that attends campus wide events! Roscoe and Bella are our fun and full of entertainment mascots. Roscoe and Bella are usually seen at most athletic events and many community activities.
Did you know? Prior to Rams home football games, you can find tailgaters gathered in the LeGrand Center parking lot grilling barbecue and listening to live music. Alumni and students started the tradition because they wanted a place to have fun before each kickoff.
TIC-TAC-TOE

SCORE:

Team Bella    Team Roscoe
ANGELO STATE SPIRIT
CREATE YOUR OWN ANGELO STATE PENNANT AND FOAM FINGER
**Did you know?** Angelo State University’s “gum tree” stands as one of the stickiest traditions among all collegiate rituals. Legend has it that a gum-chewing suitor placed his gum there prior to asking his girlfriend to marry him. When she said yes, the happy young man attributed his good luck to his gum deposit. Since then, hundreds of students have left their chewing gum on the mesquite to bring them good luck on tests and in life.
Color in Bella
Color in Roscoe
Color in Dominic
#RAMFAM